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Econometrics deals rvith variables the quantitative character of which may
arisein two different ways. F'irstly, useis made of quantitative variableswhich
representmeasurableeconomicmagnitudes,such as income, price, unemployment, imports, exports etc. Secondly, quantitative variables are used to
indicate attributes, e.9., sex, socialstatus, educationallevel, race, etc. These
trvo types of variables will be referred to as ,,real" ancl ,,dummy" variables
respectively.The use in econometricsof dummy variables in the above sense
is the topic of this study.
Within the classof dummy variables,the binary or zero-onevariablesplay a
dominant part in econometrics.The main part of this study is concernedwith
binary variables. Such a variable can be applied to indicate the presenceor
absenceof some attribute, e.g. by allotting ,,'l" to wartime years and ,,0" to
peacetimeyears or ,,f " to males and ,,0" to females.
Chapter II analysesthe meaning of regressioncoefficientsof binary variablesused as regressorsin a linear relation. It is shown that if such variables
are used together with real variables,the correspondingregressioncoefficients
oÍ the binary variables can be expressedas linear combinationsof certain class
averagesof the real variablesinvolved. In the specialcasewhere the regression
coefficientsof the real variables do not changewith shifts in the binary variables, the regressioncoefÍicientsof the binary variables indicate shifts in the
constantoÍ the linear relation.
Dummy variables which can assumemore than two values, e.g. the values
0, / and 2 are seldom applied in econometricpubiications. This study shows
that the arbitrariness of the values chosenfor such dummy variables (which
in fact represent unmeasurablephenomena)has its unfavourable effects on
all the regressioncoefficientsof the linear relation, rvhich becomeuncertain
or even meaningless.Binary variablesdo not entail this drarvback.It is argued
on other grounds also that multi-valued dummy variables should be avoided
in econometricanalysis.
This Chaptel further considersthe situation oÍ a binary regressand.It is
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erros in explanatory variables. A generalizedversion of Wald's estimator of
the regressioncoefficientis derived on the basisof the introduction of a binary
variable into the estimation procedure according to the two-stage-leastsquaresmethod.
Chapter III presentsa detailed account of the relations between regression
analysis using binary variables as regressorson the one hand and analysis of
variance and covarianceon the other. Tests pertaining to variance- and covariance analysis are shown to be equivalent in this conterxtto some wellknown regressiontests, such as the test of significanceof R2 and the l- and
F-tests of significanceof a number of regressioncoefficients.
In Chapter IV binary variablesare introduced to enablethe researchworker
to estimate period-to-periodshifts in regressioncoefficients.It is shown that
Chow's test of equality between sets of regressioncoefficientsin two linear
relations can be reformulated as a well-known regressionproblem, namely
that of testing the sigrrificanceof a number of regressioncoefficients.Tackling
the problem of testing the constancy of regressioncoefficientsover time, if
carried out rvith the help of binary variables, opens up a wider perspective
than Chorv's analysis. This neiv method even analysesthe constanclrof the
coefÍicientsof simultaneousecluationsystems.The strict assumptionsunderlying Chow's method can furthermore be releasedconsiderably.
The theoretical results obtained in Chapter IV are applied in Chapter V.
In this last chapter the constancyof the coefficientsof a large economicmodel
for the Netherlands (the so-called CPB-model 63-D), constructed b5r the
Central Planning Bureau, is investigated by the ir'troduction of a number of
binary variables. The coefficientsof this model, estimated by the Bureau, are
based on observations over the periods 7923-7938and 1949-1962.It is demonstrated in Chapter V that the hypothesis maintained by the Central
Planning Bureau, namely of equality of all correspondingprewar and postwar
coefficients,shouldbe rejected.In fact, approximately 75o/oof thesecoefficients
have undergonea statistically significant changebetween the prewar and the
postwar period.

